
GRAVINA PENTHOUSE - Long Term Rental
3 700€ PCM

Contact us today for more information or to arrange a viewing
+34 933 682 107 - info@chicroomproperties.com - www.chicroomproperties.com

2-bedroom penthouse for rent in Barcelona centre

ChicRoom  Properties  is  delighted  to  offer  a  stylish  2-bedroom  penthouse  for  rent  in
Barcelona centre. Located in one of the most charming places of the city, close to the well-
known city sights, Plaza de Cataluna and Passeig de Gracia the apartment will enchant
you with the place it stands close – a lovely and quite historic square with Santa Maria De
Montalegre  church  of  14th  century.  The  atmosphere  of  the  neighbourhood  adds  a
fascination touch to the apartment. It can be contemplated from the terrace with the
views. Also, the surroundings propose various restaurants, cafes, museums and shops.

You will be gladly impressed by the completely renovated and brand-new dwelling that
stands  out  thanks  to  its  stylish  design  and  high-quality  materials,  furnishing  and
equipment.

Entering the Gravina Penthouse – with a total area of 89 m2 - you will be impressed with
the terrace and city views from it. Ample and spacious, it almost surrounds the whole
apartment and can be accessed from all the rooms. During the day the terrace is a perfect
spot for making the most of the wonderful Mediterranean weather. The large double-
glazed windows let the whole dwelling being flooded with natural light. During night time it
converts into a quiet space for relaxation and enjoying a glass of wine while gazing at
colourful sunsets.

The open-space living area combines a spacious living room as well as a kitchen. The
original  aspect of  the building has been maintained with the exposed beams on the
ceiling. The latter blends perfectly well with the modern style of the trendy furniture and
the top-quality household appliances. There are all the elements you need: TV, Wi-Fi, the
air conditioning and a heating system, a washing machine and a dishwasher, a microwave
oven and a fridge. The heating and the air conditioning system keep ideal living conditions
all-year around.

Both double bedrooms come with a comfortable double bed. The built-in wardrobes leave
enough room for storing a whole family’s belongings. Like in the rest of the property each
one has big windows that lead to the terrace.

The bathrooms have a roomy light space with bath and shower corner, a towel heater, a
sink and a WC.

This 2-bedroom penthouse for rent in Barcelona centre presents all the characteristics to
live in a stylish property and designed to welcome a couple or a family enthusiast of the
city life.

See more information about this property on our website.
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1. Particulars: Any property particulars are not an offer or contract, nor part of one. You should not rely on statements by Chicroom Barcelona in the particulars or by word of
mouth or in writing ("information") as being factually accurate about the property, its condition or its value. Neither Chicroom Barcelona nor any associated agent has any
authority to make any representations about the property, and accordingly any information given is entirely without responsibility on the part of the agents, seller(s) or
lessor(s). Prior to the signature of any document concerning the property we recommend that all purchasers consult an independent lawyer and if necessary carry out a
survey of the property to ascertain condition / measurements. 2. Photos etc: The photographs show only certain parts of the property as they appeared at the time they were
taken. Areas, measurements and distances given are approximate only and should be checked by the purchaser. Any computer generated image gives only an indication as
to how the property may look and this may change at any time. 3. Regulations etc: Any reference to alterations to, or use of, any part of the property does not mean that any
necessary planning, building regulations or other consent has been obtained. A buyer or lessee must find out by inspection or in other ways that these matters have been
properly dealt with and that all information is correct. 4. VAT: The VAT position relating to the property may change without notice. 5. Information on the web-site about a
property is liable to be changed at any time.
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